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Investigations Staff

Case Closing Memorandum

I. AdministrativeData — —

Case Noi: 17101224 Case Tile: _Alleged Computer Misuse
Investigator: SA [supervisor _ASAC (0)(3) ClAAct

Dae (0)(6)
Date Received: _23 May 2017 Opened: _1 June 2017 ()7)e)
Date Assigned: _1 June 2017 Case Type: _Ful Investigation

IL Summary of Investigative Actions (b)(3) CIAACt

(540 On23 May 201 een io oo1 ) On23 Ma eOfficeof Inspector General (OIG) receivedareferal from ©(53) ClAAct y » (B)T)(C)
ofan allegation involving Agency contractor

edged

(b)(3) ClAact CoThersteml alleged usedhis Agency IniemetNetwork (AIN)from topos,converse,solicit, and engage in sexual activity with females,
The referal further alleged engaged in conversations ofa (0)(3) CIAACt

sexual nature with both teenage females and othr females whose ages were unknown. (b)(6)
(B)7)C)

2. (#E) On OIG initiatedan investigation ino this mater. The OIG's
investigationof this mater included reviewsof relevant Agency Records, OfficeofSecurityrecords, and
information systems, (b)(3) ClAAct

(0)(6)
(B)(7)(C)
(B)T)(e)

HL Findings
3. ($¥NE) The OIG investigated for violationsofSolicitation ofa Minor (for sex), ()(3) CIAAct

‘VA State Code: §18.2-346, Solicitation of a Prostitute, §18.2-346-18.2-359, Useof Communication (b)(6)Device to Facilitate Offenses Involving Children, §18.2-374.3. Federal Criminal Code: Fraudand ~~(5)(7)(c)
Related Activity in Connection with Computers, 18 U.S.C. § 1030, and Agency Regulation (AR) 12-14
Limited Personal UseofGoverment Office Equipment/Information Technology.

(b)(7)(e)
va

Page1 of3
“This document is controlled by the OIG and neither the document nor ts contents should be disseminated
without prior 1G authorization.

(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
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: smenutinerons
-_— bE Chad

(®)(6)
(B)(7)(C)
(B)7)(e)

(0)(3) ClAAC
(b)(3) NatSecAct —
(©)(6)
(B)(7)()
(B)T)(e)

5. (SN) All investigative activitybyCIA OIG hasbeen completed. Should additional
information be developed, the OIG may consider reopening the matter.

IV. Review and Approval

(b)(3) ClAAct
Case Closing Memo submited by Investigator to (b)(6)
Supervisor: (®)7)e)

Case Closing Memo approved by Special Agent in
Charge:

— — ivan
Page 20f3
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" Office of Inspector General
Investigations Staff

Case Closing Memorandum

IL Administrative Data
(6)(3) ClAACt
©)(6) 08 Crime Report: ChildCaseNo: 201311352(0)7)(). CasTile: _Pomograghy (ore) cima

Investigtor. SA. | Swenson SAC oe)
Date Received: _13 May 2013 Date Opened: _15 May 2013
Date Assigned: _28 May 2013 as¢ Tune: Detiminary Investigationte Asien CBI)Crain mest

(b)(3) ClAACt (b)6)
0X6) SummacyofevsigiveAco ®)7)e) (b)(3) NatSecAct

1.8) On 13 May 2013, the CIA OfficofSecurity informed th Office ofInspector General
Investigations ff (OIG INV) that during 22February2013 and 27 February 2013 interviews,

a conactor curenty working at(©)6) made admissions ofviewing potential child
(b)7)(€)  pomography on US goverment computer systems some time between 2004 and 2006, and again some

timebetween20093nd 2011
2 self admittedto viewing adult pormossaphy on US sovernmen computer |

(O)(3) CIAAC gemswhile employedat ©) |
(b)(6) indicated he may have accidentally viewed potential child pomography during (b)(7)(c) |(B)(7)(C)  hattime while on governmentcompute systems and/oron personal computer syst. |

3. (U) The CIA OfficeofSecurity made refers of the allgatons to the |
©)6) onor about 03 Apel 2013,aswell as tothe US Deparmentofusice
(B)(7)(c) oor about04 Api 2013. According tothe Offic of Scurky. willbe

initiating an investigation into th allegationsofviewing ofpoental child pornography with regard
(©)3) Claact ©) cian XO) li) cianoF fi INE) Xe)
(7) MW. Findings (b)(7)(c) ©)7)C)

4.6) Accordingtothe OfficeofSecurity, wasn the proces for upgrading 0an
Industrial Sacacioy Saf Amnroval Top Secret (ISSA/TS) clearance. AS part ofthis proces, as
undergoilD)(3) NAISECAC nerveson 22 February and 27 February 2013, when he made the
admissionsofviewing adult pormographyon US government ystems while cmployed at. in the(b)()Summersof 2004 and 2005. During ha ime fame. admited to acidenty viewing potential (0)(7)(c)
_— EM

©)6) rae of
(b)7)C)

This document is controlled bythe CIA/OIG and neither the document no ts contents should be
disseminated without prior 1G authorization.

(B)(3) ClAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct

seeres-
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15 December 2010

DISPOSITION MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: (U) Viewing Child Pornography With An Agency-Issued
Laptop Computer

CASE: 2010-098151G 3) Claret
(b)(6)
(XTX)INTRODUCTION: (b)7))

1. (6/NF)On30July 2010,
reported to the Office of Inspector General (OIG) that an

©)1) Agency employee had viewed child pornography on a US Government
aSect115G) laptop computer. Reportedly, made
516) “aamissions (b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(7)(c) that he used his USG laptop computer to view pornographic images and

video images of females ages 10 to 16.

SUMMARY:

ba CIAActo) 2. (©) The OIG investigation focused on activities from,b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(®)ase entry on duty date, through BI)
b)(7)one 3. (€) The investigation found that first accessed child

pornography on his personal computer when he was in college (0)(6)
‘The investigation also found that continues to view child)

pornography with his personal computer. The investigation further found
that used a USG computer to view child pornography

(06)
©)OX7)C) cn
(b)(3) NatSecAct

(b)(3) CIAAct (b)(6)
(b)(3) NatSecAct (®)(7)(e)

SECRET/NOFORN-
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(b)(3) CIAACt SECRETANOFORN
(b)(3) NatSecAct

pi©¢ 4. (©) OIG interviewed who admitted to viewing child (56)
pomography with a USG computer In a signed sworn (b)(7)(c)

statement, stated that he viewed pornography on USG-issued
(b)1) laptops, including looking at pictures, thumbnails, and video clips of
(b)(3) CIAACt underage girls as young as 10-12 yearsof age.
(b)(3) NatSecAct esq y 2 yea 8

2M 5. (€) On 23 September 2010, the United States Attorney's Office
declined prosecution of in favor of administrative action by the
Agency.

©)(1) !(b)3) CIAACt 6. €€) On5 November 2010, a Personnel Evaluation Board (PEB)
(b)(3) NatSecActcommended
(0)5)

one© . (6)BACKGROUND: 8

oh 7.60) washiredby CIAon . andwasa
(6)(3) ClAact member of the Since
(b)(3) NatSecAct has been assigned to and
©)6)
®)X7)C)

8. (SHAN) was in temporary duty (TDY) status from
on |(5)(3) Ciaact was in TDY status from
(b)(3) NatSecAct
©)6)
©)7€) PROCEDURES AND RESOURCES:

9. (5/#NF) OIG reviewed Official Personnel Folder,
(©)1) security file, Performance Appraisal Reports, Lotus Notes, Agency Internet
(b)(3) CIAAct Network b)(7)
(0)3) NatSecAStG conducted 477) review of two Agency laptops compiiters that
5,» may have used and b)(7)(¢) review of personal laptop

computer. OIG interviewed | OIG also reviewed applicable
federal criminal statutes and Agency regulations and policies.

®)(1)
(b)(3) NatSecAct

®)7)e)
2

SECRET/NOFORN
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(0X1)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecActFINDINGS: (©)6)
©)7)e)10. 65)

During the
interview; said he used a USG laptop to view pomography and
that there were approximately five instances in which the pornography
depicted individuals between the ages of 14 and 16 engaged in sexual
activity. In two of those instances, where the individuals appeared "too
young," stated that he watched videos in their entirety.

11. ©

on he provided additional details about viewing pornography on an
(b)(3) ClAACt unclassified USG laptop. stated that he used this laptop to view(b)(3) NatSecAcomographic images two to three times per night for a total of

(b)(6) approximately 100 occasions. Although said the majority of the
©X7 pomography he viewed was adult pomography, he admitted that on

approximately 10-20 occasions he watched videos where the girls appeared
to be "middle school aged or about 10-13 years of age." described
the girls as being undeveloped with small or no breasts and no hairo)1) (presumably no pubic hair).

(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct 1 (511g) Denies To The FBI That He Viewed Child8a Pornography. On | ‘was returning on the

flight when he was met by two FBI Agents.
After consenting to an interview, told the FBI that he looks at adulton pornography in which there are occasions where it is not clear whether the(B)(3) NatSecAcPUNg Women are under 18 years old. However, denied viewingpornography involving prepubescent children. consented to asearch of his personal laptop computer. A joint FBI and CIA/OIG. ©)analysis did not find any child pornography on the laptop.

cia, 13. NB) Admissions to OIG. On 27 September 2010,
(b)(3) NatSecActcial Agents (SA) and interviewed

(b)(6) said that he used a USG-issued computer to access pornography®)7)XC) while on TDY andcontinued to access childpornography during his TDYs estimated 10 percent of hisbrowsing of pornography involved viewing underage individuals. The
1AACt ®)(1)ae (513) NatSecAct 3

OX) SECRETAANOFORN.
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©X1)
(b)(3) CIAACt

(oa) N19“ oungest individuals he sought out were 13 or 14 years of age but he also
®)X7)C) encountered 10-12-year-olds. said he viewed pornography one to

two hours a night during TDY and estimated viewing
between 50 to 100 images per hour. Ten percent of these images were

(b)(1) under age females. viewed embedded movies of girls 10 to 12
(b)(3) NatSecActears of age performing oral sex on an “older guy." In total,
i estimated that he viewed approximately 14,000 images of pornography on
(B)(3) Claact his government computer while on his TDYs, of which 1,400 were of
(b)(3) NatSecActnderage individuals. Of the 1,400 underage individuals, 280 were under
()6) the age of 15. also viewed 20 movies of individuals under the age
®)(7)e) of 18 in which three to five movies were of individuals under the age of 15.

began viewing underage pornography on his personal computer
on) ‘when he was in college. said he has viewed approximately 2,000
(6)(3) ClAAct images of underage individuals engaged in sexual activity on his home
(5)(3) NatSecActichine, of which 200 to 300 were under the age of 15. At home

(©)(6) has viewed approximately 200 pornographic movies with individuals
(B)7)©) under the age of 18, of which 10 videos involved individuals under the age

of 15. With respect to being interviewed by the FBI (b)(3) NatSecAct
said he misunderstood the FBI and thought the FBI was only

asking himif he had viewed child pomnography while (©)(1)
(b)(1) (b)(3) NatSecAct

(b)(3) ClAAct 14. ©) Sworn Statement. On 27 September 2010,
(oa) NatSeeA submitted a statement under oath to OIG. In this statement,
®)7)C) stated that he used his USG laptop while on TDY to browse (2)(©)

pornography He said 2 ©)
on web searches for pornography eventually led him to a site, which
(b)(3) ClAAct in turn, let him see images of younger girls, including girls 10 to 12 years of
(b)(3) NatSecAcize. According to the majority of images were embedded flash or
(b)(6) other video clips of younger girls in "pornographic and oral sexual
(b)(7)(e) situations.” Of all the pornography that viewed during his TDYs,

he estimated that roughly 10 percent were underage with 10-20 percent of
them being young girls 10-12 years of age. stated that he viewed

© some video clips but states that he watched none of the clips in their
(b)(3) CIAAct entirety.
(b)(3) NatSecAct

os 15. (©) Position on Using a USG Computer to View
Pornography. Inhis sworn statement, said that he recognized it

oe) cn V2 IONE to use a USG computer to view pornography and that it was
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6) 4
B)7)e) ‘SBERBF//NOFORN-
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(b)(3) CIAACt SECRET/NOFORN
on ousNatSecAct

©)6)
(003 Netball!Kency regulations. He also said thathe provided the information
16) Voluntarily to OIG and OS. said he did not understand that it was
(X79) a violation of Agency policy to access child pornography until he took the

Agency Information Security Course after his TDYs
said he was drawn to the child pornography sites out of a morbid

curiosity and claims that he feels horrible for having viewed images and
(O)1) clips that exploit young people. said that he is “truly sorry” for
{8)3) inet having viewed child pornography with an Agency issued laptop(b)(3) NatSecAc :
(©)6) Smputer
E47) 16. (€) Computes®(7)®) Analysis. On3 August 2010, OIG took

custody of a USG laptop computer from OS, which OS believed
‘may have used. No child pornography was found on that computer. On

bE CIAAC 1 September 2010, OIG took custody of seven USG laptop computers from
os to which may have had access. However, did not have

controls, such as individual logins, to indicate who had access to a
©)1) particular laptop during a specific period of time. OIGwalle) Cate,
(6)3) CIAACt one of the laptops a
(b)(3) NatSecAct as
(1%) determined that the one laptop had accessed adult pornography, but there

was no indication of child pornography. OIG wiped all seven laptops and
returned the laptops to. On 27September 2010, voluntarilyptops p lyturned over to OIG a laptop computer that he represented was his personalplop p: pe(0X8) CIAAS computer. OIG's review of this laptop did not find any childBi romor bionadAS
(U) What Federal Criminal Laws and CIA Regulations Pertain to

on Accessing Child Pornography?
(
3]Oe 17. (U/ /FOBO) Title 18 US.C. §2252A (Certain activities relating to
£6) material constituting or containing child pornography) states in pertinent part:
OX7)C) (@) Any person who—

(5) either—

5

‘SECRET/NOFORN
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(B) knowingly possesses, or knowingly accesses with intent to view, any
book, magazine, periodical, film, videotape, computer disk, or any other
material that contains an image of child pornography that has been mailed
or shipped or transported using any means or facility of interstate or
foreign commerce or in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce by any
means, including by computer, or that was produced using materials that
have been mailed, or shipped or transported in or affecting interstate of
foreign commercebyany means, including by computer .. .

18. (U) Agency Regulation 7-21, Limited Personal Useof GovernmentOffice Equipment including Information Technology, states in pertinent part:
(e) Unauthorized Personal Use

(6) The creation, downloading, viewing, storage, copying, or transmission©) of sexually explicit or sexually oriented materials.
(b)(3) CIAACt
(0)3) NatSechct 19. (U//FOO) On 23 September 2010, OIG presented the findings(6)(6) of this investigation to the United States Attorney for the Eastern District of©)7E Virginia. Assistant United States Attomey ~~ (b)(6) declinedprosecution of for viewing child pornography in favor ofadministrative action by the Agency. ©)(b)(1)

(b)(3) CIAACct(3) Nereas, 20. (6) OnS November 2010, a PEB was convened as a result of a(e)) NASScAct016) Teterral from OS that was based on admissions. SAP)(6)BN) informed the PEB that had admitted to OIG that he, __(*/7))had accessed child pornography with his USG laptop computer. SAalso informed the PEB that signed a sworn statement admitting to(b)(3) CIAAct accessing child pomnography with a USG computer.
oe, Ymo)7)C) 21. o( (©) On 5 November 2010, the PEB recommendedD3) CAA

©)(6)
®XD)e)

6
SEERET//NOFORN
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CONCLUSION:

®)(1) 2.© appears to have violated federal criminal law andoa Saact agency regulations by viewing and possessing child pornography on ana ‘Agency laptop computer on multiple occasions.
®)7)e)

RECOMMENDATION:

23. (U) In viewofthe PEB recommendations, it is recommended thatthis case be closed with no further action.

(b)(3) ClAAct
®)6)
o)7)(c)Special Agent

(b)(3) CIAACt
®)6)
®)X7)C)

pr Division Chief

5

7
SECREFAANOFORN
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7 January 2011

DISPOSITION MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: (U) Allegation of Misuseof Government Computer Systems
and Sexual Exploitation of Minors

CASE: 2010-09636-1G
(b)(3) NatSecAct
©

ISSUES UNDER INVESTIGATION: Jui

1. (U//FOH©) On8 April 2010, Special Agent (SA)
contacted the CIA Office

of Inspector General (OIG) regarding Agency contractor
(b)(3) CIAACt SA advised OIG that had
ioy allegedly solicited an undercover SA from the FBI in an online chat room in

an attempt to travel interstate for the purposes of having sex with what he
believed to be an underage child.

(0) CAA 2.(Uj//FEO) OIG investigated for
{Elta 9e\3tations of Title 18 U.S.C. 2252 (Certain activities related to material
()7)c) involving the sexual exploitationof minors).

INVESTIGATIVE EFFORTS: (b)3) ClAAct
©)6)

4. (U//FOUO) OIG obtained and reviewed  (P)7)C)
biographical information and work history.

(b)(3) CIAACt

5. (U//FO6O) OIG obtained and reviewed| (p)7)) security file.
(b)(3) CIAACct

©)6)
©)

(b)(3) CIAAct

(b)(3) NatSecAct

SEERET//NOFORN
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(b)(3) ClAAct
(b)(6)
(B)7)e)

(b)(3) NatSecAct

8. (U//FOUO) OIG obtained and executed a search
warrant for laptop computer,

9. (U//FOU0) OIG reviewed (p)5)c) cell phone contact list and
recent phone history. © Cas

b)(6)10. (U//F6H6) OIG reviewed the computer of (oy)
for contacts with

(0)(3) ClAAct 11. (U//FOBO) OIG obtained subpoenas for individuals on
59) Yahoo chat ist®)X7)e) -

12. (U//FOYO) OIG obtained subpoenas for the IP addresses
0CineSociated with chat contacts.
(b)6) (6)(3) ClAAct
®)7)e) 13. (U//FOBO) OIG obtained a search warrant for (b)(6)

Yahoo chat history. ®X7)E)

(6)(3) ClAAct
(0)(6)
XC)

RESULTS: (b)(3) CIAACt
(©)(6)

15. (U//FOUO) OIG determined that ()7)) was
an Agency contractor with the

(b)(3) ClAACt | was employed as an Agency contractor
(b)6) i :DO) through since 24 September 2009.

16. (U//FOUO) A review of the chat transcripts provided by the FBI
(5)(3) Ciaacdicated that ‘was engaged in a chat with an undercover SA
(6)6) from the FBI (UC) using theaccountname ©)6)
EX) entered the chat roon{®)(©) on (b)6) and OX)
- XE) XN)

(B)(3) CIAACT
(b)(6)
(B)7)e)

2
SEERET//NOFORN
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began an instant messaging conversation with UC.

(b)(3) CIAACt
®)6)
(B)T)e)

(b)(3) CIAAct

(b)(6)
(0)(7)(e)

17. (U/FH) On 26 February 2010, entered into a

conversation with the UC regarding images of young females.

(b)(3) CIAAct

(b)(6)
(b)7)e)

(b)(3) CIAAct

©)6)
(bX)

(b)(3) CIAACt

20. (5//NF) OIG traced the IP addresses used by iinhis
communications back to Agency IP addresses

(b)(1)
(b)(3) NatSecAct

3
'SECRET//NOFORN
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(b)(3) CIAACt
(06)
XE)

©)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct

2aes ©)6)
®)7)E) 22. (#8) OIG coordinated with OS. EX)

me obtained a search warrant for computer, and the
‘Department of Justice (DOJ) authorized an exigent seizure of the laptop

®)(1) OIG requested the assistance
sigh NakSac/ce | declinedtoassist

OIG based on the exigent circumstances finding by DOJ, writing

®)(1) oY
(b)(3) NatSecAct oa ClAAct

(6)(3) NatSechct
©)6)
®X7)e)

©)
(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct

(b)(6)
(B)7)e)

(b)(3) CIAAct (b)(3) CIAAct

(b)(6) (b)(3) NatSecAct
®)7)e) (©)(6)

24. (U//FOEO) On 16 April 2010at2340 hours, SA. (®)X7)(©)
(b)(3) ClAAcandSA met at
(6) andrequestedheretum to discuss issues
(XTX) related to his behavior. agreed and was broughtto |foran
(b)3)Claadinterview related to his Internet activities. (b)(3) ClAAct

(6)(6)
(©X7)() 25. (U//FOU) On 17 April 2010, admitted to using the

Internet to trade child pornography. stated that he had been
(0)9) CIAACealing with a pomography addiction sincehewas 8-years-old and that
Bo) the child pornography was related to that addiction.

4
‘SECRET/7NOFORN
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(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(6)
®)7)e)

5
SEEREF/7NOFORN
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(b)(3) CIAAct

07. (©)6)
oe Clact Ee) ©)
Pe 29. (5/NF) A examination of laptop on

17 April 2010 showed that there were no hard drives present. When
questioned, indicatedthathe had removed the hard drives and

of) Natsedhrown them away A search of
cA failed to yield any laptop hard drives.

5ClAact 30. (U//FOEO) laptopwasreturnedandhe was driven
(b)7)e)  toalocal hotel at his request,following theinariew.

(®)(6)
31. (U//FOUO) A review of (b)(7)(c) phone records indicated

that he had placed a call to,
(b)(3) CIAACt5 | laptop showed that was seeking Agency
()7)c)  employmentasa No indicationofchild pornographygraphy

was found with

(b)(3) CIAACt
®)(6)
©)

DISPOSITION: (5)3) NatSechct

33. (U//FOUO) On 19 April 2010, received a declination from
2% ClAAClthe Eastern District of Virginia US Attorney's Office regarding
Jo) forlack of evidence. The District of Columbia US Attorney's Office agreed

to re-open the case in their district if any future physical evidence was
found.

34. (U//POBO)On27 April2010,OSrevoked (b)(3) ClAAct
clearances and his contract with the Agency was terminated. (b)(6)

(B)7))

6

SEEREF/7NOFORN
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35. (U/ FOU) The case isbeingclosedandwillbere-openedin
thefuture f there is any receipto physical evidence of ety Con

activities (b)(3) ClAACt oe
©)6) One
B)7)e)

Special Agent

(0)(3) Ciaact
(b)(®)
®)7)(e)

‘Acting Supervisory Special Agent

7
SECREF//NOFORN :
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22 January 2008

DISPOSITION MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: Child Pornography

CASE: 2005-78581G

[os 1(5)(3) NatSecAct INTRODUCTION:

b)(6)
J 1. (6) In December 2004, an Agency laptop computer and

several flash drives were found unattended at
The computer and associated electronic media were

(b)(1) sent from to Agency Headquarters where they were
om NatSecActexamined to determine if the computer or electronic media contained
- classified information. During the review, images of possible child

pornography were discovered. The review was terminated and the
computer and electronic media were turned over to the Office of

fo Inspector General (OIG). The CIA/OIG determined that the last
(5)(3) Ciaact ~~ Person who had possession of the computer and associated electronic
(5)(3) NatSecActmedia was an Agency employee.
(©)(6)
0)7)(e) 2. (€) AtOIG's request, the FBI reviewed the images from the

Agency equipment and determined there were images of child
pornography. On 21 November 2005, the FBI provided an Eastern
District Court of Virginia (EDVA) Assistant United States Attorney
(AUSA) with its conclusion that at least 10 images of child
pornography had been found on Agency-owned equipment."

1 (U//AR20) At the requestof OIG, the FB did not provide the AUSAthename ofthe person
who was allegedly in possesion ofthe computer and electronic media until EDVA mada
decision regarding whether to prosecute

(b)(3) ClAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct

SECRET//20330117
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Between 21 November 2005 and 16 May 2006, the AUSA made no
determination regarding whether EDVA wanted to pursue an
investigation ofthis matter. On 16 May 2006, the FBI advised the
AUSA it considered "EDVA's evident lack of prosecutive interest in
the matter" to be a declination for prosecution. On 16 May 2006, the
FBI closed its case. OIG decided to continue investigation of this

©)1) matter until it could interview regarding the child
ra Socksey Pornography found on Agency-owned equipment that was once in
®)6) his possession, ®)01)
(B)7)e) (b)(3) CIAACt

(b)(3) NatSecAct
(©)(6)
BIDE)

PROCEDURES AND RESOURCES:

3. (€) OIG entered an Agency computer and all electronic
(©)1) ‘media associated with this matter into evidence. OIG coordinated
(b)(3) CIAACt with the FBI throughout the portion of the investigation having FBI
(03) NatSecActprimacy, interviewed an Agency security chief who had knowledge
Me ofhow the computer and media came to Agency attention and

knowledge of involvement with the computer and media.
OIG interviewed OIG was unsuccessful in its attempts to

on coordinate its investigative activities, regarding with ic
(03 Ciaact , the AUSA assigned to this case. (ps) did not respond
(b)(3) NatSecActo contact overtures made by OIG. (©0)(7)(c)
®)6)
(©7©  FINDINGS:

4.{5 In December 2004, an Agency laptop computer and other
electronic media associated with the laptop was found unattended at

©)1)
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(1)

(b)(3) CIAAct

(b)(3) NatSecAct
(6)(6)
BID)
®X7)(e)

2
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. (b)(3) CIAACt
(6)(3) NatSechct
(®)(6)
®7)E)
®)(7)e)

5. (U//ARJO) Between 18 January 2005 and 11 April 2005,
OIG performed internal preliminary inquiries and coordinated
investigative information with the FBI. On 11 April 2005, OIG met_ (b)6)
Wifl,)6)d fully briefed FBI Special Agent (SA) ®)7C)

b)(7)(c) _ regarding this matter.
SA reviewed the recovered images provided by OIG,
opined the images constituted images of child pornography, and took
possessionofthe images as evidence.

(b)(3) NatSecAct

6. (U//ATEO) On 29April 2005, the FBI obtained a search
warrant to search the Agency computer and media evidence
provided by OIG. The warrant was served on the Office of General
Counsel, Litigation Division, on 4 May 2005, and was executed by FBI

(®)6) Computer Analysis and Response Team examiner SA The
©)7)e) laptop computer and electronic media were released to the FBI for

(®)7)€) examination.
(06)
©)7)C) 7. (U// ARE) The FBI completed its examination of the

Agency computer and associated electronic media on 12 October
(b)(6) 2005, and on 17 October 2005, SA reviewed the
(0)(7)(e) ‘examination results. On 21 November 2005, SA provided

oN) the evidence to AUSA for an EDVA prosecutive decision.
SG) According to SA AUSA felt that EDVA would

rot prosecute the case, but hewanted to review the mater with his

Be Supervisor AUSA (ioe) oo
8. (U//A¥50) On 1 February 2006, SA contacted

AUSA to obtain an update regarding a decision of whether
EDVA would prosecute this matter. According to SA J: ”
AUSA oe \ had not yet reviewed the child pornography images

ne——
(b)(3) NatSecAct

3
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: (©)6)
(0(7)e)

with his supervisor. She said AUSA told her that he would
review the material and provide her an EDVA derision on the matter

'(b)(3) CIAACtby 15 February 2006. 6
-” One)
ee 9. (U//AR5©) On 16 May 2006, SA advised AUSA

that she was transferring to another position and that the
— FBI planned to close this matter.” She advised OIG that AUSA
(b)7)(C) had not contacted her regarding a course of action EDVA

wanted to take, i.e., decline the case or accept the case for 6)
(b)(3) ClAACt prosecution. According to SA she told AUSA ®I7E)
Ss that she was going to close the case unless he wanted to "do

something with it." SA said she told AUSA thE)
she would notify OIG of the FBI's action to close the case. EIN

10. (U//AF56) On 23 Mav 2006, at the FBI's Office, Falls
Church, Virginia, OIGSA D6)| retrieved the evidence ,)q)
regarding this case from SA On23May 2006,SA.  (b)(7)(c)
entered the equipment into evidence at the OIG.

©)
(b)(3) ClAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(06)
BX)

(b)(3) CIAACt
®)(6)
®)7)(e)

3 (U//ARIO) SA informed OIG that AUSA had not contacted her regarding
his prosecutve nent

(©)6)
RCICC]

SEERET//20330117
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(b)(1)
(b)(3) CIAAGt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(®)
(B)7)(e)

5
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(®)(1)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6)
(BYTE)

6
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(o)(1)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6)
(B)7)e)

7
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®)(1)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(0)(6)
B)7)C)

8
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CONCLUSIONS:

2.65) ©X1)
(dB)CAA

(b)(3) NatSecAct

(b)(6)
()7)e)

| {53 cn ©)
)3) ot He says the computer(b)(3) NatSecAct 1 'P!

(DO NaiSecACtyg ransported back from is not
(b)(7)(c) the computer he initially took with him to said at

no time did he download child pornography to an Agency-owned
computer, and he has never viewed child pornography. He reported

iNatSecact that the computer he brought back to the US was not the computer
that he transported to and the computer he transported

oe) to ‘was not a computer personally assigned to him.
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(7)(e)

24. (€) There is insufficient information to
®)(1) link or anyone else to the child pornography images found
aAa!ct On Agency equipment. There is no further investigative action for
16) OIG in this matter. This case is closed.

(b)7)(c) (b)(3) CIAAct

(0)6)
XTX)

{ppecial Agent
(b)(3) CIAACct

(®)(6)
©)

Supervisory Special Agent

9
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(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6)
(B)7)(e)

10
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. CONFIDENTIAL

9 December 2009

DISPOSITION MEMORANDUM

oaCIAA(6)(3) Cimact, x
(6)NatSecAc ECT!
(06)
(b)7)(c) CASE: (U) 2008-9086-IG, Child Pornography ~ ICE Support

ISSUES UNDER INVESTIGATION:
(0)
®)X7)C) 1. (©) On 14 November 2008, CIA Office of Inspector General (OIG)

received a referral from Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
(1) Special Agent (SA) regarding an ongoing ICE investigation
(b)(3) ClAACtnto.
(b)(3) NatSecAct

iB.©oe I purchased child
pomography from a commercial provider under investigation by ICE and

(61) was referred to CIA OIG once he was identified as an Agency employee.
(b)(3) CIAACt

(D3) NatSechcl 5, (U1//FEHIO) Operation Koala, coordinated by Interpol, identified
(7 two underage girls in who had been sexually abused on camera

by their father. When confronted by authorities, the father admitted to, o)
being paid to make sexually explicit moviesofhis daughters by oe

016) theproprietorofthe Web site,
b)7)(e) paid multiple individuals in return for their filming of sex acts by

minors in their custody and then sold the videos on his Web site.
took e-mailed requests by members of the Web site, which he used to direct
further exploitation videos.

(06)
Xe)

(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct

CONFIDENTIAL
Approved for Release: 2017/06/20 C08659637
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(0)(@) ClAAct CONEIDENTHAL
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(0)6)
©)7)e) |

3. 46) In 2005, Interpol agents identified an individual using the
e-mail address ‘who purchased three videos from

oe” ‘The e-mail address was traced back to the home of
in the United States, and the lead was passed to the

op CiancDepartment of Justice (DOJ) and ultimately provided to ICE.
(b)(3) NatSecAct

(b)6) 4. (©) Following the lead information, ICE SAs confirmed
(0X70) ‘purchase of the videos through credit card records, but the

information was considered stale for the purposes of obtaining a search
warrant. ICE SAs drove to home and requested a voluntary

os Ciancinterview with him. spoke briefly with the SAs, but refused a
(b)(3) NatSecActch of his home and requested an attorney. At that point
(0) identified himself as an Agency employee, prompting ICE to {5r:sard the
(®)(7)) referral to CIA OIG. (63) ClAAct

(b)(3) NatSecAct

: ()(6)yr) INVESTIGATIVE EFFORTS: fRIZh
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct 5. (U//FEOHO) CIA OIG contacted the Federal Bureau of
(b)6) Investigation and obtained from them detailed information on Operation
®)X7)©) Koala received from Interpol, including copies of the e-mail messages from

Wa =(03) Netaceact 6. (€) CIA OIG reviewed security file (0)7)(e)
(b)(6) for any pertinent information.
Xe) communications were also reviewed. (b)(1)

(b)(3) CIAAct

(0)(3) NatSechct
®)(1) ()(6)
(b)(3) ClAAct ©O)7)c)
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(7)e)
(b)(6)

hi 8. (6) CIA OIG contacted the DOJ and confirmed that
was represented for the purposes of interviewing him. In a 17 March 2009
meeting, Assistant US Attorney confirmed therewip)

(yn)  nolikely criminal prosecution and that administrative action should be
(b)(3) ClAAcbursued.
(b)(3) NatSecAct

(b)(6) (b)(1)
(B)7)(e) (b)(3) ClAAct

(b)(3) NatSecAct
(0)(6)
XT)

2
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®)(1)
(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct

®)(6)
®I7E)

(b)1)
(b)(3) CIAAct

(b)(3) NatSecActoe S*KEsuLTs:
BITC)

10. (€ Through DOJ administrative subpoenas, the e-mail address
was conclusively linked to residence.

(51) Information from Interpol confirmed the individual using that address
oe ClAchys-chased videos of three underage individuals engaged in sexual
(b)(6) acavity ye)
Oe ene All of the girls were from

and ‘paid their respective mothers to film the girls in
sexually explicit conduct. (0)(6)

01) (0X7)
(b)(3) CIAACt 11. ©)

oe) 1%%initted to purchasing the videos identified in Operation Koala.
0)7)(c) additionally admitted to having sexual relations wih5 . : aI7)e) numerous prostitutes overseas to emotionally hurt his then-wifX(1) |
I(b)(3) NatSecAct

®)(6)
o)(1) ®)(7)e)
(b)(3) CIAACt (b)(7)(e)
(b)(3) NatSecActs,ey L¢SPOSITION:
O)7)C) |

12. €©) When confronted by his component's management with the
oy as resigned on |__ (b)6) in lieu of AgencyOS eative action
on ClancRdministrative action being initiated(0)(7)(¢)

(b)(S) NatSecAct (b)(3) ClAACt

or ©) 2©)7)e) (03) Ciaact } (b)7)(e)

(b)(3) NatSechct Special Agent
(b)(6) (b)(3) ClAACt
®X7)e) (06)

XE)
Supervisory Special Agent

3
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22 March 2009

DISPOSITION MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: (U//ARS®) Inappropriate Sexual Contact with Children
and Importation of Child Pornography

CASE: 2008-9085-1G .

ISSUES UNDER INVESTIGATION:

1. (68) On 13 November 2008, the Office of Security (05) * uo)
(0)(3) C1AAC referred allegations to Office of Inspector General (OIG),
a» that had inappropriate
) ‘sexual contact with an eight-year-old female, and an unnamed

two-year-old female.
[(b)(3) ClaAct
036) _0)(7)(c) reported the inappropriate sexual contact as

occurringin Additionally,
Et admitted as having downloaded a movie containing child
(£03) Cian Pomography while working for the Agency.
(b)(3) NatSecAct
[b)6) 2. (U/ /AR50) The specific issues under investigation were whether
b)(7)(c) ‘was in possession of child pornography in violation of Title 18

US.C.§ 22524 (Certain Activities Relating to Material Constituting or
Containing Child Pornography) and whether violated Title 18

0) Cian USC. 82242 (Sexual Abuse). oe
(©)6) ©)6)0/(7)(c) ®X7E)

(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct

SEERET/7NOFORN
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(0a) ©"! INVESTIGATIVE EFFORTS:
0)(7)(c)

3. (U//AF50) OIG obtained CWE and AIN activity records for
and analyzed both the files present, as wellashis Internet and

(b)(3) NatSecActle usage.
b)7)(e)

4. (U//4B90) OIG obtained the Lotus Notes e-mails
13) Ciaact from accounts and analyzed their contents.
()(6)
0)(7)(c) 5. (U//AR50) On 17 November 2008, CIA OIG Special Agent (SA)

interviewed (B)(3) ClARt
(6)(3) ClAACt (6)(6)

(3) ClAact| (BE) XD)
(©)(6) ®)7)e)

0)(7)(c)

(b)(3) CIAACt

2M 6. (U//AF0) On 17 February2009,CIAOIG SAs|
| interviewed a second time|

provided a sworn, written
(b)(3) ClAAct statement following the interview.
®)6)
0)7)(c)

]
| on

(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct

®)(6)
©)
®)(7)(d)
®X7e)

2
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®)(1)
(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(6)(6)
®)(7))
©)7)e)

(b)(3) ClAAct
RESULTS: (66)

©)
12. (U//AR50) As detailed below, admitted to OIG

[£)3) Ciaact inappropriate sexual contact with one child victim, and inappropriate
ko)(6) sexual activity with a second child victim. Additionally, (b)(7)e)
0)7)() examination confirmed ‘was found to have extensively

downloaded child pornography.
(b)(3) CIAACt

(b)6) 13.(U//4850) During his 17 November 2008 interview with OIG,o)
0)(7)(C) admitted toSA_ thatonorabout | had ONE

inappropriate sexual activity with an unidentified two-year-old girl
[(0)3) CIAACt (bE) (b)(3) ClAACt
oe) NE (0)(6)0)(7)(c) )7)(@®X7)e)

(©)(6)
©)7)() oo _The Police department was unable fo identify the

femalevictim's name. (53) ClARct
(b)(3) ClAACt (b)(6)

(b)(6) 14. {€) In his 17 February 2009 statement to SA. (b)(7)(c)
0)7)(c) admitted to having inappropriate sexual contact with (0X6)

the then six-year-old ©)7)e)
(1 cianct ‘on two separate occasions.
0)(7)(c) 1)

(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct
()(6)
®I7)e)

3
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(b)(3) CIAACtSL SECREF//NOFORN  (b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6)
(B)7)e)

18. {€) During his 17 November 2008 interview with OIG,
admitted toSA thathehad viewed a digital photo containing naked

imagesof a five-year-old and an eight-year-old girl in a bathtub.

(6)(3) ClAACt
(b)(6 —_—
Bre LL (b)(3) CIAACt

(b)(®)
B)7)e)

©)1) (0)7)(e) review of hard drives conducted by
(0)(3) ClAAct OIG confirmed the presence of the photoonhis laptopand backup hard
(0)(3) NatSecActrive. (b)@) ClAAct
®)6) oeB)7)(C) (b)(6)

®)7)e)

(b)(3) CIAAGt
(b)(6)
(B)7)e)

4
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Le “SECRET/#NEFORN (b)(3) ClAAct®)6)

®)(7)e)
19. (6/#NF) The majority of the movies identified on .

en laptop were copied to multiple backup devices, including external hard
5)3) ClAc drives and a second computer. The original images appear to have been
b)(3) NatSecAclownloaded primarily usinga

(b)) ‘government-provided Internet connection. confirmed he!
D(7)(©) searched for 12 to 14-year-olds, and confirmed he sought this material

looking at sites such as. 2 hia]

©)

0)3) CIAACt 20. {6/NF) During his 17 November 2008 interview with OIG,
oe _ confirmed downloading a child pornography video using
)7€) Limewire duringthe summer Accordingto

the video contained images of a 14-year-old and an
”-. eight-year-old engaging in oral sex with adults. stated that

[0)(3) Ciaact ©)6) he deleted the movie
010) Nasecactortly after downloading FOG)
(

O)(7)(e) 21. (SNF) admitted to SA. ‘during his 17 February
2009 interview with OIG that, in July or August 2008, distributed
his pornography collection to

(b)(3) CIAACt (b)(1)
(b)(6) (b)(3) CIAAct

0)(7)(c) (0)(3) NatSecAct
(06)
(XTX)
(0)7))

(BX)
(b)(3) ClAACt 22. (SHNF) _ imported child
(b)(3) NatSecActpornography into the United States when he brought the laptop obtained
aor by OIG during the 17 November 2008 visit to his residence

confirmed in his
17 November 2008 that he hand carried the laptop on the plane.

(b)(3) CIAACct

(b)(3) NatSecAct

(®)(6)
©)
®)7)(e)

5
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ox
(6)(3) ClAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct

©)6)
©

[(b)(3) ClAACct

016)570) 2. (U//ARJO) Based onthe OIG (0)7)(e) examination
of electronic media, personal laptop was found to

|(b)(3) ClAAct contain movies with child pornography present. Approximately 63 unique
016) | moviesdepicting girs with a developmental sate consistent with tht ofg oda evelopeight to sixteen-year-olds were identified. LC—(b)3) ClAAct

(b)(3) NatSecAct

©)6)
®N©

DISPOSITION:
b)(3) CIAACt45 25. (U//ABO) On 7 March 2009,a Personnel Evaluation Board
5)7)c)  (PEB) was convened at the request of the OS

OIG providedb)(7)€) reports as input to the proceedings. The
R.)) Cian PEB voted unanimously to recommend termination of and the
[)(6) revocation of his clearances. (b)(3) ClAActas terminated and his clearances
b)X7)c)  revoked(d)©) (©)6)

b)7)C) BITE)
(bie) 26. (U//ARSO) On 19 August 2009, Assistant US Attorney070) of the Eastern District of Virginia US Attorney's Office,

declined prosecution of based on taint issues from the
3) Natsecact information and the lack of previously identified childP)X7®)  pomography victims in his videos.

(b)(3) CIAACt
016)
©

6
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(b)(3) ClAACt 27. (U//AT56) The evidence obtained and found not to contain
ol» contraband was shipped back to in 19 and 23 February 2009. The

evidence containing contraband will be securely destroyed.
(b)(3) ClAACt
(0X6)
(©)7))

Special Agent
(b)(3) CIAACt
(©)(6)
©)7))

Division Chief

7
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‘SECRET//NOFORN

14 January 2010

DISPOSITION MEMORANDUM

| SUBJECT: (U//ATO) Alleged Computer Misuse

CASE: 2008-9099-1G

(b)(3) NatSecAcBSUES UNDER INVESTIGATION:
(0)6)
bX) 1. (©) On 26 November 2008, the Office of Security (OS) Legal
(B}7Xe) notified the Office of Inspector General (OIG) via Lotus Notes that

staff officer
o)(1) reportedly admittedusingan unclassified Agency
(0)3) CIAACt Taptop computer and his personal laptop to view adult pornography while
a NatSecACh Temporary Duty assignments (TDY) and Permanent Change of Duty
oT) Station (PCS) assignments overseas.

2.45/NF) 06/Legal's information was based on a referral from OS
(b)(3) CIAACt ‘which detailed

(©)1) admissions that usedan Agency
(b)(3) CIAAC! issued laptop and his personal laptop to connect to the Internet to view
0NatSecAChult pornography, bestiality, and images of children that stated
(bole) "appeared to be between the ages of 0 and 17 years old." ©)1)
b)(7 (b)(3) CIAACt +
Boys (b)(3) NatSecAct

Furthermore, stated he acquired pornographic images andvide) |
the(b)(6) . — =(©)7)c) Agency laptop and his personal laptop. 2) Claet

(b)(3) NatSecAct
©)6)

(B)(3) CiAAct ©)
(b)(3) NatSecAct

‘SECRET 7NOFORN
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SECRET//NOFORN-
©)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct

(66) 0s©) 3Special Investigations Branch did not recover the Agency computer from

3. {€) The specific issue(s) under investigation was whether the
®)(1) laptop(s) used to view pornography could be retrieved, and if so, if
(£)5) IARCinformationonthedrives) indicates misused Agency computers
i) Uy viewing unauthorizedinformation,andifhewasinpossessionofchild
B)7)c) ~~ Pomography. OIG was unable to locatethelaptop(s) arcossad

while onTDY and PCS. I {b)(3) NatSecctb)(7)e)
©)6) . OIG located the Agency-issued
(b)(7)(c) assigned to on and

conducted an investigation into ‘personal use of it to determine if
Sy hasmisusedthiscomputer(ExhibitA).OIGfoundno evidenceof
(6)(3) ClAAct adult pornography or child pornography on the laptop in the form of
(b)(3) NatSecAct-tures or movies.

bo ©X1)
(07) (b)(3) CIAACt

(b)(3) NatSecAct

(66)
©X7(e)

INVESTIGATIVE EFFORTS:

5. (€) OIG reviewed all existing documentation on this matter,
®)(1)
(b)(3) CIAACct

(b)(3) NatSecAct

(®)(6)
©)
®)7)(e)

2
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SECRET/7NOFORN

©)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(©)(6)
XD)
(BX)
©X7)e)

(01) 6. (NF) OIG interviewed on9 June 2009 and on 16 July
(b)(3) CIAACt 2009. Duringhisinitial interview, statedhecarriedhis personal
(b)(3) NatSecActptop on his TDY in stated he

(b)6) carried an unclassified laptop on®I70) 2 .his TDYin

3 On each TDY,
(2) Natsecaciated he would use a station-provided orhis personal

laptop to view pornography via the Internet in his
sleeping quarters.

7.49)
®)(1)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
®)(6)
®7)E)

®)(1)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6) (b)(1)
B)7)e) (b)(3) ClAAct

(b)(3) NatSecAct
016)

Stated healsowatched pomographic videos online. THe ©)
video aspect of the web cam wasanadded "perk," commented.

3
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SEERET/NOFORN

ox
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
©)6)
®)7)e)

© 10.69) estimated that 99.9 percentof the time he accessed
ox {inti And viewed adultpornographyand the remaining time child pornography.
(08) Ne18eAL stated he accidentally clicked on sites but denied deliberately
{b)7)) seeking out child pornography. ‘contended that he only viewed the

images for a split second a couple times. remarked on those
occasions the child images "popped up" randomly and "things hiccupped.”

©) further contended he did not view the child pornography for
(b)(3) ClAAct pleasure. explained that child pornography is not his preference.
(b)(3) NatSecAct oo
oe 5 stated he looked at the

images and thoughtthey were disgusting and closed out of them.
contended the last timehe viewed imagesofchildren was around

©)
(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct
©)6)
©)

4
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on)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6)
©)

®)01) 12. (€)Whenaskedif he would voluntarilybringinhispersonal
(b)(3) ClAAct laptop used overseas to access pornography, responded the IBM
{b)3) NatSecAcitop belonged to his spouse and he would have to obtain her permission.
Lo queried the legal consequences if the laptop contained

incriminating information. also pondered how accidental or
intentional storagecouldbediscerned. decidednottobringinthe
laptop stating it might be incriminating.

©)1)
(0)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(©)6)
©N7)(C)
®7)E)

5

|
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(b)(1)
(b)(3) CIAAGt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(®)
(b)7)(e)
(B)(7)(d)

6
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on ‘SEEREFAANGFORN(5) Claact
(b)(3) NatSecAct

5:2 ©)7)e)
17. (©) OIG conducted a examination of hard

drive after removing it from the computer
@y receivedasevidencefrom
(6)3) ClAAct The evidence received was reviewed for the presence
(b)(3) NatSecActchild pornography.
©)6)
OOS oy)
®I7e) | (bya) Claact

(b)(3) NatSechct
6)
N70)
©I7A

7
sEckmeNROR
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RESULTS:

20. (U//AF6) The hard drive was found to contain numerous
images of various subject matter but none that appeared to contain adult or
child pornography. There were no movies present on the hard drive that
appeared to contain adult or child pomography. The Internet browsing
history found on the laptop showed no indications of Web sites containing
adult pornography. Noneofthe sites visited appeared to be related to
child pornography. An additional reviewofthe searches performed using
the laptop did not fit the profile of an individual seeking adult or child

o)(1I
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(6)(6)
®X7)e)

DISPOSITION:

[5 22. (€) The allegations regardi viewing child(0) CAs ography werebad xctonely| scmisons. "7"
16) An OICI7)®) analysis into the allegations determined

()7)c) nothingon the laptop retrieved indicative of viewingchild
pornography. OIG found no evidence of child pornography on the
unclassified laptop issued to and the exact laptops

an ‘may have accessed prior to] while he was TDY and PCS
(5)(3) Claact Were not located I

(b)(3) NatSecAct
©)6) _
®B)7)e) Additionally, no other evidence supporting the allegation was provided.

23. (€) OIG concluded its preliminary review due to a lack of
physical evidence supporting the allegation that viewed child

a CIAACt pornography. A full investigation is not warranted at this point, pending
(b)(7)(c)  Teceiptof any further information.
I 05 Legal has been notified of the final disposition. OS/Legal notified OIG

they are going forward with a Crimes Referral to the Department ofJustice
(®)(1) concerning this matter.
(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(0)(6)
®)(7)(c)

8
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24. (6). OIG referred information concerning possible suitability
issues to the Office of Security for any action they deem appropriate. OIG
has no furtheractionin this matter.

(b)(3) CIAACt
®)6)
®)(7)e)

Special Agent
(b)(3) CIAACt
®)6)
®)7)E)

Supervisory Special Agent

9
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(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
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SECRET

19 January 2010

DISPOSITION MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: (U) Possessing and Creating Child Pornography

CASE: 2009-94581G
®)1)
(b)(3) CIAAct

(0)(3) NatSecATTROD! :lo UCTION:

B7)) 1. {€) This investigation was initiated on 15 October 2009 based upon
an allegation that Staff employee, and

Staff employee, possessed and
created child pomography. assigned to the

®)(1)
(b)(3) CIAAct

(b)(3) NatSecAct = {oa assigned to the
OnE

2. 45) The allegation first surfaced
LA where he admitted that he and
oe a viewed and created child pornography. From .
I the Office of Security (OS) investigated and

for suitability purposes. On 24 September 2009, OS/Legal
wx) lang OTWarded a Crimes Report to the Department ofJustice (DOJ).
(b)(3) NatSecAct ~~ (B)(1)
©)6) (b)(3) CIAACt
©) (b)(3) NatSecAct
(B)7)e) (b)(6)

X70)

(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct

SECRET

- © Approved for Release: 2017/06/20 COB659668
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6)(1) Seerex-

(b)(3) CIAAGt b)7)(e)
(5)(3) NatSecAct
(06)
B70) According to OS,

proceeded to copy the images onto his personal external hard
drive and his Agency-issued laptop. OS then noted and

used a computer software program to create a DVD that
©)(1) strung the explicit images into video clips.
(b)(3) ClAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(06)
BTC)

4. (U//AJ56) On 16 October 2009, OIG presented this case to the
US Attorney's Office (USAO), Eastern District of Virginia (EDVAY), for
potential prosecution. On 16 November 2009, EDVA declined to prosecute
in lieu of administrative action. On 16 November 2009, OIG referred this
case back to OS for consideration of further action for suitability purposes.

by) PROCEDURES AND RESOURCES:
(b)(3) CIAACt
(6)3) NatSecAct 5. (€} The investigation included the following:
©)6)
Li") © Areview of security files and Agency

employee biographical information.

oa « Areview of OS’ investigative reports involving
(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(06) «A presentation of the case to the USAO.
BTC) ©)6)

FINDINGS: X70)

6. (5) Initial Complaint. On 14 October 2009, Supervisory Special
oo CIAACt Agent] received an informational copy of an OS Crimes Reports
(9) sent to DOJ. The Crimes Report alleged that and

possesed and crated hid pormography.
)

(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct

© ©)6)(b)(3) CIAACt b)7)(E)
(b)(3) NatSecAct

©)6)
N70)

2
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(6)(3) ClAAct seerer([)0) NetSeont. )

MW ©)

OS further documented proceeded to copy
b)(1 e images onto his personal external hard drive and his Agency-issue{o)1)  theimag his personalexternalharddriveandhis Agency-issued
(6)3) CIAACtlaptop. OS then noted and used a computer

NatSecACltare program to create a DVD that strung the explicit images into
oo) videoclips.

on
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
©)6)
©)
®I7)E)

3
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(b)(1)
(b)(3) CIAAGt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)6)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(7)(e)

4
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(©)(1)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(0)(6)
(B)7)e)
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(b)(1)
(b)(3) ClAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6)
(b)7)(e)
(b)(7)(e)

6
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(b)(1)
(b)(3) CIAAGt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)6)
(b)(7)(c)
(b)(7)(e)
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. SECRET

©)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
©)6)
©)

29. (U/ /4F56) On 15 September 2009, SIB referred their case to
05/Legal for review to determine if a DOJ crimes report was warranted.
On 24 September 2009, 05 Legal forwarded the crimes report to DOJ.

6 30. (U//ATUO) Presentation of the Case. On 16 October 2009, OIG
oN) met with Assistant US Attomey (AUSA) USAO/EDVA,

to discuss the case. At the conclusion of the meeting] said OIG
needed tobriefhis supervisor, AUSA USAO/EDVA, to
determine if EDVA intended to prosecute the case. On 5 November 2009.
OIG formally presented the case to and (b)(3) CIAAct

(b)(3) NatSecAct

©)6)
©)

5 ©I7)e)
SECRET
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(b)(6)
(BX)7)(e) (b)(6)

(b)(7)(e).
On 16 November 2009, contacted OIG and

formally declined to prosecute the case in lieu of administrative action.
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6)
(b)7)(e)
b)(7)(e)

31. {8] Chronology of Investigative Activity. The following is a
chronology of investigative activity relating to this case:

(b)(1)
(b)(3) CIAAGt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6)
(b)7)(e)
(b)(7)e)

9
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©)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(©)(6)
®X7)(0)
©)7)e)

®)(1)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(0)(3) NetSecAct
(b)(6)
(0)(7)c) ~ CONCLUSIONS:

32. 48) On 14 October 2009, OIG obtained an informational copy of
an OS crimes report that alleged and possessed

byt) and created child pornography.
b)(3) CIAACt
b)(3) NatSecAct

Pn According to OS, proceeded to
o)7)) Copy the images onto his personal external hard drive and his Agency-

10
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(b)(3) CIAACt
b)(3) NatSecAct SECRET
b)6)
b)(7)(c)

issued laptop. OS then noted and used a
computer software program to create a DVD that strung the explicit images

Bn into videoclips.
(b)(3) ClIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(®)
RI7)e) 33. (U//AF50) On 16 October 2009, this case was referred to the

USAO for prosecution, whereupon it was declined on 16 November 2009 in
lieu of administrative action.

34. (U//4¥50) On 16 November 2009, OIG referred the matter back
to OS for consideration of further action for suitability purposes.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

35. (U) Itis recommended that thiscasebe closed with no further

action. (6)(3) ClAACt
(b)6)
(B)7)(e)

“Special Agent

(b)(3) ClAACt
(b)(®)
®)7)(e)

Division Chief

1
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19 July 2010

DISPOSITION MEMORANDUM
©X1)
(b)(3) CIAACt

SUBJECT: (S//NF) Child Pornography ~~ (b)(3) NatSecAct

CASE: 2009-9429-1G

ISSUES UNDER INVESTIGATION:
©)
(b)(3) ClAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(0)(6)
XE)

2. (U//AFS6) The specific issue under investigation was whether
aClann accessed child pornography in violation of Title 18 US.C. § 2252A

)7)c) (Certain Activities Relating to Material Constituting or Containing Child
Pornography).

OX)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(6)
®)7)0)

(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct

SEEREF/NOFORN
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(0)(1)
(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)(®)
(B)T)(e)
(B)7)(e)

2
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(B)(1)
(0)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(0)(6)
(0)(7)(c)
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Xt)
(b)(3) ClAACt
(b)(3) NatSecAct
(b)6)
(B)7)(C)
(b)(7)e)
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(b)(3) CIAACt
(6)
(b)(7)(c)

(b)(3) ClAACDISPOSITION:
(b)(6)
)(7)e) 19. (U//AFO) On 29 October 2009, the Office of Security revoked

5 (b)(3) ClAActclearance and his employment was terminated by ©)
(b)(3) CIAACt appealed his clearance revocation and was denied. (B)7)C)
(b)(6)

X7)C) 20. (U) On 4 May 2010, Assistant US Attorney’ ©)6) of
the Eastern District of Virginia US Attorney's Office, declined prosecution

oman based on prosecutorial discretion. oe ClaAct
(0)(6)

(b)(7)(0) 21. (U//ATE6) All evidence collected from (0)(7)(C)as returned to
him on 15 October 2009.

(b)(3) CIAACt
®)6)
(B)7)e)

Special Agent

(b)(3) CIAACt
(06)
(0)(7)(c)

Division Chief

5
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Office ofInspector General
Office ofInvestigations

Case Closing Memorandum

1 (U) Administrative Data

Alleged Unauthorized UseofUSG
CaseNos 2016-13337 Case Tide: Computer

Investigator Supervisor: (B)(3) ClAACt
(06)

ue ©)7)0)DateReceived: _8 November 2016 Opened: _8 November2016
DateAssigned:_8 November 2016 CaseType: Ful Investigation

IL (0) Summary of Investigative Actions
1. (SMF) On08 November201, theOfficeofInspectorGeneral (OIG)receivedan allegation

thatstaffemployee, \,utilized a USGcomputertoviewchild (b)(3) CIAAct
pomography. This matter was investigated as potential violation(s) of 18 U.S.C. 2252A, 18 US.C. (b)(6) |T466A, and AR 4.1 (©)7)C)

2. TSHNE). On08 November,2016,OIG initiated aninvestigationintothismatter.The OIG's i
(b)(7)(e) _ investigationofthismater included |

a
3. (NF The OIG'sinvesigaion ot the allegationofung USO compuiertoview ~~(0)(3) CIAACL

child pornography could not be independently corroborated with the predicating information originally (2)(6)
referredbytheOffice ofSecurity; (d)7)(C)

(0)7)e)
(b)(3) CIAAct 4. (SHNF)TheOIGinvestigationuntilthispoint,revealed aconsistentinterestandpatiernof®X7)E) conversations involvingsexual ctiviisbetween adults ndminors.Potential securityand

‘accountabilityissueswereidentifiedinvolving. (b)(3) CIAACt

(66)
©X7)0)
(76)
(1)

©)
(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct.

(0)6) wa
O70) Page a2
(0)7)(®) This document is controlled by the OIG andneither the document nor its contents should be disseminated

without prior IG authorization.

(b)(3) CIAAct
(b)(3) NatSecAct

SECRET EEAHEBRNALUSE-ONLH/NORORN
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Case Closing Memorandum

6. (YT) The findings ofthis investigation will be refered to the Directorate of Science and
Technology (DST) and the OfficeofSecurity (OS) for information only. Should additional information
be developed, the OIG may consider reopening the mater.

IV. ReviewandApproval (b)(3) CIAAct

oe
CaseClosingMemosubmited by Investigatorto ©)7)e)
Supervisor: |

|
|

Case Closing Memo approved by Special Agent in
Charge:

- wa
Page 2of2

SECRET CIAINTERNA OROEHNOPORN-
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snens/ioront-
Officeof Inspector General3 Investigations Starr

$F Case Closing Memorandum
Bs————————————————

1 Administrative Daa
(6) ClAAct

ree Unauthorized Disclosareof0) CARS - CoeTite: _Clanitied
(BYR) CIAAGipuor. 5a] Supervisor: _SAC| (b)(3) CIAACt

Date Received: 17October 2012 Date Opens:_19October 2012
Date Assigned: _19October 2012 CoseType: Fall Iesigion

I Summary of Investigative Actions
1. TSN: On 17 October 2012, he Office of InspectorGeneral (01) received osifiionfrom theOfcofSecurity (05)ht (06) Td foun classedon er ieeton(7) cfmtApestir Theidtb)EPY examiners ding oh ofrnddvss utof at wreiied ©(52) CARB F(o)7) cpg. Th scwsei, ong is

(XB) wkd (6) or miaing overtssn ned oie snr omonesoney~ (0)6)ONT) em OO ONE
2 46/A¥)The OIGobtained copy of hedt from OSandreviewed i confirmtetssificaion. The OIG confirmedthat documents abled “Top Secret were present and coma he(0)(6) Foden! Bureau of Investigation(FBIto obtain earch warrant review he computer cmon neDY) cad “The OIG sed the cqipmen. ee "- ~TheOIG refered he ndings othe FB snd otheCnerimelgenceCnr(o)E) (CO25 spore ec vegan ffs. Th FB nd CIC sped proving spsspy 116oe ond have ot equeied ssitancfromthe OIG See dle Bom

Mm. Findings atSe
[a er)0X8) carimrOnEmy lor i pwpn $5)TE)BITE) "OIGexceed ere aanfo postesionof child pornography size the (b)(6)compute spentbelonging tha wa hepassionof he ENTE)

_ o)(1)(b)(3) Claact - - 5) canaloe + ww (6)(3) NatSecAct
TTT") INV-301

(bX7)(e) Page lof 3
“Tis documents conoid bythe CIAIOIG ad eter the document norits comets sould bedisseminiodwithoutieIC raion "

(BX) NatSecAct

Bh © _secREr/sorene—
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: Fr
CaseClosingMemorandum

(D)(3) CIAAC » | personal laptop contained file wth personal deta including social security mumbers, ates©)6) ofbi,andclwnncesan (5)(3) CIAAGY  Aweev-afaed indie.| (51)
(B)T)(e) (b)(3) ClAACt© I . _ (6)3) NatSecAct
(©)3) ClAct« | - - ©)7)e)©)6) + Numerous echnicaldocuments rele 0 Agency syst werefound oa lapiop J
Exe 5. 46HANEY Basedonthe resultsofthe nireview,OIG refered the matter to the ClAActComerinlligenceComers, “(b)3) CIAACt Teac (b)(6)and the FBI began int counterineligenc invesigaton ng, activites] Oe)

rn(ONT) iheOIG md eral the ciessrs 750

a a.t7. comsTHO) Chitin spond21S)NSArsprs nfppry oypersonal sys,which wereconfimedby subjectmater exper| (0)(3) CIAACL0)(3) CIAACt  Addiionaly,more than| imagesalegeclycomsiningchild(b)(3) CIAACt
(b)(3) ClAACt iiioll Bsn [LUC] (b)(6)

(b)(6) (B)(1) ®)7)e)
(b)(7)(c) (b)(3) CIAACt

(0)(3) NatSecAct

Bie© (b)(3) ClAAct®)7)e) (©)6)

_B)7)E) -
9. tee onl TC pededgiy] (OJ) CAA leoums

ofpossesionof childpornography. assentenced (0)6)
uhClAAct land Ee.Raoarn, (BX7)e)
)(6) =

BATHE) ccdrer wars of) Somes nd ntwi Pe FE |TheOGC vised tha the FB wouldbe complcing 56 CIAAGLforensic snl fhelh dieand oin heca,pein he eitof addiioal formation. (1)6)
11. (ART TheFBIhas assumed th investigationas th primaryinvestigativeagency andthe (0)(7)(C)

1Ghas notrecived any requcssfo additional suport ince March 201. Asa resultof nofuther OIG.
nvestgaive activi occomng and the FBI junscicion oveth case, he OIG closing this
investigation. Should adiional informationbedeveloped,the OIGmayconsiderreopening the mate.

—_— wanPage 2013
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CaseClosingMemorandum

IV. ReviewandApproval

‘Case Closing Memo submited by Investigator to .Serer emomomitedty INE (3) Gimnct | 6 Aug 2013
gnDe

L-
CaseClosing Memo approvedby Supervisor (63) ClAact ClpoangMemospproved by Super tL Seip

waiPage yors
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